
PREPARING FOR
PUMPING

Milkdrop Guides

Pumping is possibly the least sexy of almost all
pregnancy and post-partum activities. Most people rate
it below changing dirty nappies. Here are some tips on
how to do it simply and in a way that doesn't destroy

your nipples.



How pumping works
How to choose the right pump
and flange size
How to pump for the first time,
comfortably

When you ’re expecting your first
baby, breast pumps are possibly one
of the least exciting topics to
contemplate.

But around 8 out of 10 parents own a
breast pump by six months post-
partum. 

Of those mothers, 15% experience
nipple pain or discomfort, and over
80% say they feel like a cow. 

In this little guide, we're going to
share some information to make sure
that your breast pump helps, rather
than hinders your breastfeeding
journey. 

In this article, we'll talk about:

BREAST PUMPING
FOR THE FIRST TIME
HOW TO PUMP COMFORTABLY AND

TAKE CARE OF YOUR BREASTS

8 OUT OF 10 MOTHERS

OWN A BREAST PUMP BY

SIX MONTHS POST-

PARTUM.

 

15-17% OF MOTHERS CAN

EXPERIENCE NIPPLE PAIN

OR DAMAGE. 
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Let’s start with how
pumping works.

A pump works by sucking your
nipple against a plastic funnel
until milk flows from your breast.

Pumps are designed to mimic a
baby ’s sucking action, but they
are a bit blunt at doing that,
because most of them rely on
sucking your breast to stimulate
milk. They don ’t really massage it,
or stimulate your letdown (first
milk flow) that your baby can do
naturally. 

It ’s not hard to see why pumping
can be painful or uncomfortable,
but thankfully it's easy to avoid
these issues if you:  

get the right pump
get the right flange size
go easy your first time
pumping
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Why you might use a pump. And why you might not.
 
There are lots of different reasons why people find themselves pumping.
Sometimes it ’s by choice, and sometimes it ’s not. 

In a survey we ran last year, we
learned that most people pump to
store milk for later in case they need
it (sickness, taking a night off etc),
others pump to increase their milk
supply, others pump because their
baby has trouble feeding and others
pump to relieve pressure. 

To store for later

To increase supply

To relieve pressure*

M
y baby had trouble feeding

*Take care if you plan to pump to
relieve pressure. Your milk supply
responds to how much milk you
‘remove ’ from your breast. If you keep
removing milk, you ’ll keep making
more. If over-supply is an issue for
you, then it ’s a good time to speak
with your Lactation Consultant. 
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Middle suction
Single breast at a time (mostly)
Electric, run by a small battery
pack, that can often be clipped
to your hip (portable), or
contained within the pump
(wearable)
Small, and often noisy

Choosing the right pump.  

As a pumping mum, the advice you receive about pumping can often be
based on personal experience. This can be helpful if you ’re in a similar
situation, but confusing if you ’re not. And even more confusing if you haven't
started breastfeeding or pumping yet!

In the next page we've shared a guide, based on a 2016 research study
that looked at pumping setups across large groups of parents, that may
help you choose a pump to suit you and your feeding goals.

First, let ’s look at the kinds of pumps available. 

PERSONAL - ELECTRICPERSONAL - MANUAL

HOSPITAL - ELECTRIC

Low suction
Single breast at a time
Hand-operated, works
by squeezing a handle
or bulb
Small and quiet

High suction
Both breasts at once
Electric, Run by a large
battery pack, often plugged
into wall
Large and noisy
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So which pump is best
for you? 

It depends how much you
need the pump, and which
stage of lactation you ’re in.
With any decision about
feeding and pumping, speak
with your lactation
consultant, midwife, or
doctor first. 

LACTATION TIMELINE

Initiation 
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This first few hours is an important and
extraordinary period for lactation as your
body begins to produce milk.

If you and your baby are healthy and feeding
consistently (8-12 times daily) and efficiently at
the breast, then you may not need a pump at all
in this phase. 

But if your baby is not always feeding at the
breast efficiently or consistently, or you or your
baby are unwell, then you may need to start
using a hospital-grade pump. Speak with your
lactation consultant.
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But if your baby is not always feeding at the breast
efficiently or consistently, or you or your baby are
unwell, you may need to start using a hospital-grade
pump. Speak with your lactation consultant.
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In this phase, your milk needs to be “removed”
effectively and consistently to give your body the
signals to replace it, building up to the volume
needed by your baby.

If you and your baby are healthy and feeding
consistently (8-12 times daily) and efficiently at the
breast, then again, you may not need a pump at all,
or you may use a manual or portable pump for
comfort or relief. If do you have over-supply of milk,
take caution pumping because removing milk can
create even more. Speak with your lactation
consultant.
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Maintenance This phase is where you and your baby settle into a
lactation pattern. It is so mother-baby specific,
that your pumping needs will be likely be different
from your friends or mum’s group.

If you and your baby are healthy and feeding
consistently (8-12 times daily) and efficiently at the
breast, then as you settle into a routine, you may
choose to pump with a manual or portable pump.
You can share feeding with your partner or carer to
get extra sleep, take time out or return to work. 

But if your baby is not always feeding at the breast
efficiently or consistently, or you or your baby are
unwell, you may find that you need to pump to feed
a lot. In this case, your setup is really important. You
might need to invest in a powerful, double pump,
pumping bra, a few sets of pump parts to reduce
cleaning (and stress!) each time. 
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 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

Ameda       ● ●   ●   ●  ●  ●    ●

Ardo        ●    ●  ●   ●     ●

Baby Buddha       ●   ●    ●    ●     

Elvie       ●   ●    ●         

Eonian       ●   ●    ●    ●     

Evenflo       ●   ●    ●  ●   ●   ●

Lansinoh       ●    ●   ●   ●     ●

Medela       ●   ●   ●   ●       

Minbie       ●    ●    ●        

Motif       ●   ●    ●    ●     

Philips Avent     ●      ●  ●          

Spectra      ●    ●    ●    ●     

Willow ○  ○  ○  ●   ●   ●          

Youha       ○   ●   ●   ●      ●

Zomee          ●    ●    ●     
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What’s a flange and why is it important?

You ’ve decided on a pump, now you have to
figure out the best flange size. 

Most pumps come with different sized flanges,
which are the cone shaped parts that fit to your
breast. 

It ’s important to start pumping with the right
flange size. Too large, and you can pull your
areola unnecessarily into the pump funnel and
damage the skin and tissue. Too small, and you
can rub your nipple against the plastic or block
milk duct openings. 

Each pump brand comes with different standard sizes, usually around 24-
25mm. You can buy different sizes to suit you, but you'll need to measure
your nipple! It can be a bit confusing, so ask your lactation consultant or
use the instructions from your pump to get the right size. 

Flanges sizes (in mm) available for each pump brand
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5 tips for your first pumping session

Have your flange size as close to correct for your nipple as you
can.

Start at the lowest suction level on your pump, and only increase
to the highest comfortable level. More suction does not equal
more milk if you ’re in pain.

Pump for as long as it takes to feel like you ’ve expressed most of
your milk, up to 20 minutes. As you get used to pumping you may
vary the time, but this is a good starting point.

Try some coconut oil or lanolin inside your pump funnel to allow
your nipple to slide.

Use a soft insert or pump attachment to soften the interface to
your pump. See Milkdrop, Pumpin Pals, Beaugen or Lacteck for
examples.
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Inserts and cushions can help to make pumping comfy from the
start

Milkdrop cushions are super soft silicone pads (10x softer than your
pump) that stretch over your pump head to make pumping more
comfortable. 
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Pumping can be hard at first and getting the right setup and system
involves trial and error. Try not to be too hard on yourself, and ask for
help. Either from a lactation consultant (preferably one who specialises in
breast pumping) or from any of the online breast pumping communities
(often called ‘Exclusive Pumpers ’). Above all - don ’t push through pain or
discomfort in an effort to collect milk. 

There are ways the pumping experience can be comfortable and
enjoyable – please do contact us if you have any questions or want to
learn more, we ’re always happy to help.
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Remember, you're doing an amazing thing for your baby

TIPS FOR COMFY PUMPING

About Alex from Milkdrop

Alex started Milkdrop after having a tough time
pumping to feed her daughter. An engineer
herself, Alex worked with designers, doctors
and lactation consultants to create a super soft
silicone breast pump cushion to protect your
nipples from pain and discomfort. 92% of
people using Milkdrop, say pumping is more
comfy thanks to less nipple swelling and
redness. Alex is now working on rethinking the
entire breast pump - putting the comfort of  the
person who is pumping, front and centre.

@milkdrop_pumps
www.milkdroppumps.com
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